Hashing is so commonly used in computing that one might expect hash functions to be well understood, and that choosing a suitable function should not be difficult. The results of investigations into the performance of some widely used hashing algorithms are presented and it is shown that some of these algorithms are far from optimal. Recommendations are made for choosing a hashing algorithm and measuring its performance.
INTRODUCTION
Hashing has always had many applications in computing. Moreover a great deal has been written about the topic. We might, then, reasonably assume that applications of hashing in widely distributed software will use algorithms that have been carefully selected and equally carefully tested. The fact that we can find examples where this appears not to be the case is perhaps more a reflection of the fact that some aspects of the behaviour of hashing algorithms are somewhat counter-intuitive, than of negligence on the part of the programmers. The discoveries reported in this paper arose because a student was adding to the Amsterdam Compiler Kit [1] , a library of compiler tools, and proposed to use the hashing routine already in the library. A check of the distribution of hash values produced by the routine provoked a series of further discoveries.
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In the description of the algorithms we shall use the following:
(i) The identifier (or word) being hashed consists of n characters whose ASCII values are c 1 , .. c n . These array elements are stored as 'signed bytes'. That is to say, the most significant bit is taken as a sign bit. The other variables are stored as (32 bit) integers. When a 'signed byte' is used in an arithmetic expression or is stored in an integer, it is extended to 32 bits in length by propagating the sign bit.
Of course with the standard 8-bit representation of ASCII this distinction is irrelevant since the most significant bit is always zero, nonetheless it will be seen later that there are circumstances in which the fact that this form of representation has been used is relevant.
(ii) The function BITS(v, n) returns an integer whose least significant n bits are the same as the least significant n bits of v, and whose other bits are zero.
(iii) The functions AND(x, y), OR(x, y), and XOR(x, y) perform bitwise logical 'and', 'inclusive or' and 'exclusive or' on their arguments and return the result.
(iv) A hashing algorithm is an implementation of a function whose range is a set of integers. In what follows the range is taken to be 0 to NÐ1 (for some natural number N ). Such an algorithm will be said to hash to N buckets.
(v) When distinct inputs hash to the same value a 'collision' is said to occur.
When the hash value is used as a key (for example, as an index into a table) some method needs to be adopted for dealing with collisions. In what follows it is assumed that the technique known as 'separate chaining' [2] is employed, and that there is effectively infinite memory available for storing the chains. The mask array elements m i in this algorithm are stored as 'signed bytes'. The process used to generate these pseudo-random numbers is a linear congruential generator. The routine ACK was used to hash 36 376 identifiers collected from a large number of programs written in C. As a check that there was not some curious property of C identifiers which did not hold generally, it was also used to hash 24 473 words from a Unix dictionary. Figure 1a gives the resulting plots of the number of identifiers (and words) hashed to each bucket. It had been expected that this distribution would be more or less flat, and its marked U-shape was surprising.
EXPLANATIONS
Let us consider first a hashing scheme in which we merely added the ASCII values of the characters. Suppose all the identifiers were sorted by length and that we were to hash first all the identifiers of length 1, then all the identifiers of length 
SOME OTHER HASHING ALGORITHMS
The results described above made it seem worthwhile to examine the hashing algorithms employed in some other widely used software. Table A Execution speeds were also measured. Originally the algorithm ETH was written in Modula-2. For this investigation it was rewritten in C, since all the others were already in that language. In these latter cases various coding techniques had been used to decrease execution time. For example, the BITS function was implemented in line by means of a logical and with a mask; multiplication by powers of two was done by shifting; register variables were used where appropriate. These techniques were applied consistently throughout.
The results of these investigations are contained in Table B .
It is reassuring to notice that rankings by x 1 and by R N produce similar results.
These parameters are essentially measuring the degree to which the algorithm distributes items evenly over the buckets. On the other hand t, which measures the intrinsic time to hash an item, and is independent of the spread over buckets, gives a different ranking. Clearly a compromise must be made between the time taken to calculate the hash function, and the time spent resolving collisions produced by an inferior function.
COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS
An ideal hashing function would produce a value of 1 for the ratio R N . It is easy to show that in the worst possible case, where every identifier hashes to the same value, R N » N. In general we find that as N increases so does R N . Consequently for a fair comparison of the algorithms one should use the same value of N for each. Consideration must, however, be given to whether the values of N embodied in the algorithms as given can be changed without significantly altering the performance of the algorithm in some other way. In some cases the value was chosen to be a power of two so that the MOD function could be calculated 8 rapidly. In other cases the number of buckets was presumably chosen because it was felt that that value would give a 'better' distribution.
Reflection on these issues leads to curiosity as to the degree to which the performance of the algorithms is susceptible to changes of N. It was decided to plot values of R N against N for each algorithm. From this point of view the algorithms GNU-cpp, GNU-cc1, PCC, CPP, C++ and Icon all have the form
where k is 1 for Icon, 2 for PCC, CPP and C++, 4 for GNU-cpp and 613 for GNU-cc1. Certain other minor changes were also made to remove inessential differences:
(i) The function BITS was not used. anything, the extra complication (setting h 0 = n) has made the algorithm worse.
The key to understanding these graphs is to note that in Figure 3d If the values of h n-1 are uniformly randomly distributed then
Since 
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION
To test the deductions made about the behaviour of these algorithms a further experiment was conducted. The intention was to employ hashing in a situation in which one might typically find it used. The situation chosen was an algorithm for finding all the words which each occur exactly once in a given text. The Greek term hapax legomenon (plural hapax legomena) is used to denote such a word.
The selected text (Thomas Hardy's novel Far From The Madding Crowd)
contained 136 072 words in all, with 6281 hapax legomena. The hashing algorithms ACK, ETH-new, GNU-cpp, GNU-cc1, Icon and PCC were used, modified so that in each case 1787 buckets were used, and, in the case of GNU-cc1, h 0 was set to 0. The choice of 1787 for the number of buckets was made because it is an odd prime which occurs on a peak of the curve for algorithm PCC (see Figure 4) . The results obtained are given in Table C .
Since in this application the speed of the hashing algorithm depends on both its intrinsic speed (as given by t in Table B ) and also on the time spent in searching the chains resulting from collisions (whose lengths are a function of R N in Table   B ) the ranking in Table C 
